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Abstract: Rabigh is a thriving coastal city located at the eastern bank of the Red Sea, Saudi Arabia. The city has suffered from shoreline destruction because of the invasive tidal action powered principally by the wind speed and direction over shallow waters. This study was carried out to calibrate the water column depth in the vicinity of Rabigh. Optical and microwave remote sensing data from the European Space Agency were collected over 2 years (2017–2018) along with the analog daily monitoring of tidal data collected from the marine station of Rabigh. Depth invariant index (DII) was implemented utilizing the optical data, while the Wind Field Estimation algorithm was implemented utilizing the microwave data. The findings of the current research emphasize on the oscillation behavior of the depth invariant mean values and the mean astronomical tides resulted in $R^2$ of 0.75 and 0.79, respectively. Robust linear regression was established between the astronomical tide and the mean values of the normalized DII ($R^2 = 0.81$). The findings also indicated that January had the strongest wind speed solidly correlated with the depth invariant values ($R^2 = 0.92$). Therefore, decision-makers can depend on remote sensing data as an efficient tool to monitor natural phenomena and also to regulate human activities in fragile ecosystems.
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1 Introduction

Satellite and airborne remote sensing have become a common tool in the analysis of different fields in earth and environmental sciences. This science has improved the capability of acquiring information about the Earth and its resources for global, regional, and local assessments [1,2]. Many remote sensing studies have used multi-spectral remotely sensed imagery to provide consequential data, which prove to be a valuable source of spatiotemporal data for several applications [3,4].

Optical remote sensing data were used extensively over the past four decades in various applications of Earth observation and natural resources management studies. The most implemented techniques are the Land Use Land Cover classification algorithms [5,6], the estimation and the realization of the vegetation indices [7–10], and the monitoring and the assessment of the natural hazardousness [11,12].

Conversely, microwave remote sensing data were recently incorporated with different natural phenomena where the weather condition limits the application of the optical data [13]. Most of the microwave remote sensing data were used in studies concerning oil spill detection [14,15], land subsidence and seismic activities [16,17], urban coherence, and anomaly detection [18,19]. Recently, there was a development of algorithms that concerns the water column depth [20–22] and finally the wind speed and the direction at the water surface [23–25].

Tides are caused by the physics of the solar system and by the relative movements of the Earth, Sun, and Moon. Tides are recorded as changes in the water level and are associated with water motions called tidal currents [26,27]. Although technically called tidal streams since causes of ocean currents include meteorological forcing and density variations, most mariners use the term “tidal current” for the astronomical component as well [28,29].

The estimation algorithm of the water depth column was initially practiced by Platt [30], and then, it was
Improved by Stumpf et al. [31] and Kerr and Purkis [32]. The algorithm takes into consideration the principles of the Electromagnetic Radiation (EMR) through the water bodies. Therefore, the depth of the water column and/or the quality of the examined water plays a fundamental role in the algorithm resulting [33,34]. Consequently, clear shallow waters would be ideal to conduct reliable water depth estimations [34]. Although the water depth estimations are EMR wavelength-dependent since shorter wavelengths (e.g., the Blue and the Green band of Sentinel-2) are the optimal wavelengths to interact with water bodies [30,34].

Remote sensing applications on shallow waters mapping aids the understanding of the nearshore habitats including corals bleaching and water column corrections [21,34]. Spectral signatures collected from the seabed that was necessary to comprehend the water column depth throughout an empirical model of Lyzenga [35]. The model was continuously improved to become widely implemented known as depth invariant index (DII). DII is a transformation semi-empirical model that uses the water spectral signatures to contemplate the water column attenuation [36–38].

The ideal estimation of the water depth column would be at a steady water surface with no wind interactions [39,40]. In addition, this condition does not represent the reality where water bodies are continuously affected by wind action, especially at the surfaces [41,42]. Accordingly, the estimation of surface roughness becomes an essential parameter to realize and to validate throughout the estimation of the water depth column [34]. Hence, the surface and the seabed roughness’s are estimated consistently along with the swell structure, and the latter is correlated with the wind speed, wind direction, and the mud content [43,44].

The comprehensive objective of this study is to examine the effect of the tidal action on the water depth column near the shorelines of Rabigh. Correspondingly, the objective draws attention to tidal monitoring, water column calibration, and wind field estimation functions. Regression analysis was subsequently performed using the tide calendar data against the passive and active originated remote sensing data.

2 Materials and methods

2.1 Study area description

Rabigh is one of the Saudi coastal cities located on the Eastern side of the Red Sea at 22°44′03″N and 38°59′43″E (Figure 1). It is about ∼160 km north of Jeddah and parallelly surrounded in the north by one of the largest lagoons in the Red Sea. The lagoon, formerly known as Al-Kharrar, is located 10 km northwest of Rabigh [45]. Al-Kharrar lagoon lies under dry and warm tropical climate where at several seasons evaporation exceeds the rates of precipitation, except between May and November when large input of freshwater delivered via wadis is discharged to the southern part of the basin [45,46]. Geological investigations suggest that the lagoon was formed mainly by a major drop in the sea level, and consequently

Figure 1: The location of the study area shows Al Khara lagoon of Rabigh.
erosion occurred in the late Pleistocene [47–49]. The open normal water characterized by 25°C temperature and 39 PSU salinity inflows through the inlet as surface current, while the lagoon hypersaline water characterized by 30°C temperature and 40 PSU salinity outflows toward the open water [45]. The mean annual wind speed of the designated study area is 10.6 m/s directed North and Northeast; furthermore, the sediment load covers about 1,270 km² annually for the city shoreline overdriven by flashfloods take place at the surrounding wadis [50].

2.2 Tidal monitoring

The time used in tidal data collection is the Coordinated Universal Time plus 3 h to match the actual local time. The calendar format for the Tide Calendar graphs begins with Sunday as the first day of the week. The Tidal data were collected from the Saudi Aramco station and referred to Lowest Astronomical Tide (LAT). LAT is calculated and is defined as the “lowest level that can occur under average meteorological conditions and any combination of astronomical conditions.” It should be realized that “abnormal” weather conditions (e.g., high barometric pressures and strong offshore winds) can lower values below LAT [51].

2.3 Remote sensing data

Two data sets of remote sensing data in the form of optical and microwave data were collected monthly from the European Space Agency (ESA) freely access catalog starting from January 2017 until December 2018. The optical data were conducted from Sentinel-2A instrumental, Multi-Spectral Instrument (MSI). While the Microwave data were collected from Sentinel-1B, Ground Range Detected (GRD) designed to register the C-band (5.546 cm wavelength) in 20 m spatial resolution.

2.4 Conceptual framework

2.4.1 Resampling

The MSI on-board Sentinel-2 composed of bands does not have the same spatial resolution. Visible bands and B8 (B2, B3, and B4) are registered in 10 m, and infrared (IR) and shortwave infrared (SWIR) bands (B5, B6, B7, B8a, B11, and B12) are registered in 20 m, while the cloud screen and aerosol bands (B1, B9, and B10) are registered in 60 m spatial resolution. The bands that are most sensitive to surface water reflection are B2 and B3, and radiated wavelengths off water bodies need to be calibrated using the radiated wavelengths of B8 and B9 [52], and because these bands are in different spatial resolution, data resampling preferably to B2 is a mandatory procedure in water column calibration [34,53].

2.4.2 Radiometric and atmospheric corrections

Temporal data analysis demonstrates radiometric distortion due to data acquisition atmospheric variabilities. Consequently, radiometric normalization to imagery is required, so the values corresponding to the same surface become comparable throughout temporal analyses [54,55]. The histogram normalization method is based on the use of pseudo-invariant features (PIFs) corresponding to optically bright targets (infrastructures) or optically dark targets (deep waters) to intercalibrate different images radiometrically [56,57].

The used data sets in the current research study are atmospherically corrected images (L2A-level), which means that the reflectance values of the bottom-of-atmosphere (BOA) from the top-of-atmosphere (TOA) reflectances are corrected by eliminating the atmospheric interactions [58,59]. The implementation of the bathymetry algorithm for the Sentinel-2 product performs the atmospheric, terrain, and cirrus correction of the TOA input data. The algorithm creates BOA additional with the terrain and the cirrus-corrected reflectance images [60,61].

2.4.3 Deglint

The specular reflection of the sun radiations off water surfaces creates a frequent phenomenon known as “sun glint” in remote sensing images. Glint reflections do not penetrate the water surface and do not draw any spectral information about water subsurfaces [62]. Thus, the water-leaving reflectances are hard to monitor due to the nadir reflection of sun radiations on the air–water surfaces [63]. Therefore, the algorithm of glint removal (deglint) is performed to improve the seafloor mapping [37,64]. In principle, the algorithm performs linear regressions between NIR brightness represented by the x-axis and the band reflectance represented by the y-axis using
the predefined ROI’s for deep water surfaces when it is expected to be ideally homogeneous (Figure 2). The gradient of the regression line is the quest of significance for given band \( i \) (bi). According to Hedley et al. [65,66], the algorithm was performed as follows:
\[
R_i' = R_i - b_i(R_{\text{NIR}} - \text{Min}_{\text{NIR}}),
\]
(1)
where NIR is the near infrared band of Sentinel 2.

2.4.4 Land/water mask

To avoid interference with land surface reflectance, an additional task is performed to mask the land/water surfaces. Masking of the bright objects (land surfaces) is mandatory since the water bodies do not allow the near infrared (NIR) wavelengths to penetrate [67]. Accordingly, water bodies appear dark in the satellite images following the deglint processor performance using the proper masking threshold [67,68].

2.4.5 Depth invariant indices

The fundamental concept of the depth invariant algorithm is based on the water bodies’ reflectance that is exponentially inverted with water bodies' depth in approximation. According to Philpot [69] and Poursanidis et al. [70], the linearization of the deepwater reflectances shall be carried out as follows:
\[
X_i = \ln (R_i - R_i^{\text{deep}}),
\]
(2)
where \( R_i \) is Sentinel-2 band “i” reflectance and \( R_i^{\text{deep}} \) is Sentinel-2 band “i” deep reflectance.

Usually, bands 2 and 3 are most commonly used for the depth invariant algorithm, sand, vegetation, and mud slopes behavior plotted against those 2 bands that are the same although the intercepts of these objects to the plotting axes are different [38,71]. This empirical function can be performed as follows:
\[
X_i = \frac{K_i X_j}{K_j} + d_{ij},
\]
(3)
where \( d_{ij} \) is the intercept constant of the questioned DII. \( K_i/K_j \) is the water reflectance attenuation coefficient.

Therefore, it is necessary to identify two different depths of the water bodies with the satellite footage to represent the shallow and the deepwater surfaces (Figure 3). A total of 10 depth samples were collected from the Lagoon to represent the shallow waters, and another 10 depth samples were collected from the open sea to represent deep waters (Table 1). The differentiation between shallow and depth waters was based on the naked eye reef visibility [72]. Consequently, the attenuation reflectances of variant water surfaces are estimated according to the perpendicular offset’s method of Sordillo et al. [67] as follows:
\[
K_i/K_j = a + \sqrt{a^2 + 1},
\]
(4)
where
\[
a = \frac{\sigma_{ij} - \sigma_{jj}}{2\sigma_{ij}},
\]
(5)
Then,
Decisively, the DII is estimated according to Poursanidis et al. [70] as follows:

\[
d_{ij} = X_i - \frac{K_i}{K_j} X_j.
\]  

(7)

Wind speed and wind direction affect systematically the wave intensity especially in shallow waters where the wind speed and the current speed are relatively the same. Furthermore, tidal action affects proportionally the onshore water column [22,30]. Microwave data fashioned in the C-band obtained from Sentinel-1 significantly enhanced the wind estimation remotely. The algorithm developed by Lehner et al. [73] and Yijun He et al. [74] detects the water surface roughness in terms of speed and direction using the Geophysical Model Function (GMF) of CMOD-5. The GMF was initially developed by Stoffelen and Anderson [75] and written as follows:

\[
Z_m(u, \phi, \theta) = B0^p(u, \theta)[1 + B1(u, \theta) \cos (\phi) + B2(u, \theta) \cos (2\phi)].
\]  

(8)

Table 1: Location and the depth (m) of the water depth samples

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pin id</th>
<th>Pin X coordinate (north)</th>
<th>Pin Y coordinate (east)</th>
<th>Depth (m)</th>
<th>Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>22°59′12.45″N</td>
<td>38°49′57.96″E</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>Lagoon samples</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>22°58′38.50″N</td>
<td>38°51′22.82″E</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>22°57′50.10″N</td>
<td>38°50′51.49″E</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>22°56′23.51″N</td>
<td>38°52′23.72″E</td>
<td>0.47</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>22°56′19.30″N</td>
<td>38°54′13.40″E</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>22°54′46.90″N</td>
<td>38°53′47.59″E</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>22°54′6.85″N</td>
<td>38°55′56.58″E</td>
<td>0.59</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>22°51′53.59″N</td>
<td>38°55′44.57″E</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>22°51′19.63″N</td>
<td>38°56′9.44″E</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>22°51′52.69″N</td>
<td>38°57′41.59″E</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>22°58′44.87″N</td>
<td>38°47′49.62″E</td>
<td>5.30</td>
<td>Open water samples</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>22°57′11.84″N</td>
<td>38°49′49.80″E</td>
<td>8.12</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>22°55′34.24″N</td>
<td>38°50′51.59″E</td>
<td>9.54</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>22°54′2.60″N</td>
<td>38°51′52.44″E</td>
<td>7.98</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>22°52′32.63″N</td>
<td>38°52′47.73″E</td>
<td>11.57</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>22°51′17.08″N</td>
<td>38°53′38.42″E</td>
<td>12.41</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>22°50′38.97″N</td>
<td>38°54′8.12″E</td>
<td>6.52</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>22°49′25.12″N</td>
<td>38°55′18.12″E</td>
<td>8.34</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>22°53′38.99″N</td>
<td>38°51′37.95″E</td>
<td>10.84</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>22°51′7.83″N</td>
<td>38°53′26.67″E</td>
<td>12.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
where
\[ \varphi = \chi - \alpha, \]
Then,
\[ z = \sigma^p, \]
where \( \alpha \) is the azimuth angle, \( \chi \) is the wind direction, \( v \) is the wind speed, \( \theta \) is the incident angle, \( B_0 \) is the wind speed and incidence angle coefficient, \( B_1 \) is the upwind/downwind effects, \( B_2 \) is the unwind/crosswind effects, and \( P \) is the transformed coefficient \((p = 0.625)\).

The CMOD-5 model is designed for the Normalized Radar Cross Section (NRCS). The model converts the NRCS-HH into NRCS-VV polarization according to Lehner et al. \[73\] and written as follows:
\[ \sigma_v^0 = \frac{(1 + 2 \tan^2(\theta))^2}{(1 + \alpha \tan^2(\theta))^2} \sigma_H^0 \quad (9) \]
where \( \alpha \) is set to 1 and \( H \) is the horizontal polarization.

The microwave data were preprocessed to ensure the precise orbit file identification, the Thermal Noise Removal processor according to Park et al. \[76\] and finally the GRD Border Noise Removal according to Ali et al. \[77\]. The overall framework is demonstrated in Figure 4.

## 3 Results and discussion

The integration of the remote sensing data analysis was conducted to understand the relationship between the shallow water surfaces and the EMR. Regression analysis was practiced evaluating the regression coefficient under different data settings (maximum, minimum, and mean values).

Normalized DII mean values (>4) were found within November 2017 and April and July 2018, whereas lower values were distributed within March to September and late October 2017 and February 2018 (Figure 5). Overall, a goodness-of-fit \( R^2 \) shows a positive correlation between the mean DII and the designated timeframe. Moreover, DII values showed a typical oscillation between November 2017 and February 2018 covering four astronomical seasons (Spring, Autumn, Winter, and Summer) in which the index ranges between 1 and 5 (Figure 6).

The mean astronomical tide (in cm) values show unequivocal oscillation between November 2017 and February 2018 in which they ranged between 20 and ∼50 cm (Figure 7). The highest (rise) mean astronomical tide values were found in November 2017 and October 2018, mainly characterized by the tidal rise of about 46 and 48 cm, respectively. The lowest (retreat) mean values, however, were found within September and December 2017 and up to April 2018. The relationship between mean astronomical tide (cm) and our timeframe is quite positive with a coefficient of determination, i.e., \( R^2 = 0.79 \).

The maximum DII values versus the designated studied astronomical timeframe show a slight fluctuation between November 2017 and February 2018 in which the maximum DII values are within the range between 6 and 11 (Figure 8). The fluctuation pattern of the maximum DII matches the mean DII data that are characterized by a trough (higher values) between September and
December 2017, and April 2018. The lowest values in the maximum DII are also incomparable with the mean DII (see Figure 6) and the $R^2 = 0.6$, suggesting a slight positive correlation between the maximum DII and timeframe.

The maximum values of the astronomical tide (cm) show a clear oscillation resembling the mean astronomical tide in Figure 7, in which the maximum values range between 30 and 70 cm (Figure 9). The highest maximum values are concentrated around November 2017 and June 2018, and October 2017 and February 2018, while the lowest values are found to characterize the months of September 2017 and July 2018 (Figure 9). The coefficient of determination $R^2$ was calculated to be 0.752 between the maximum astronomical tide (cm) and months, which suggests a reasonably positive correlation.

The minimum DII values show a clear oscillation/fluctuation between November 2017 and February 2018 with values ranging between 0.9 and 1.5 (Figure 10). The channel that represents the highest values of the minimum DII is found between December 2017 and April and July 2018. As similar to the DII mean and maximum data (Figures 6 and 8), the coefficient of determination $R^2$ is 0.75, suggesting a positive correlation reminiscent of the mean and max DII correlation with the timeframe.

The minimum astronomical tide values show a similar fluctuation pattern reminiscent of the mean and maximum astronomical tide between November 2017 and February 2018 (Figure 10). The values range between 8 and 40 cm, and the months between November 2017 and June and July 2018 and February 2019 represent a high rise in tide. The high tidal values range between >20 and >40 cm, whereas the lowest tide retreat values are found to clump within 8–10 cm. Parallel to the mean and max astronomical tide (cm) illustrated in Figures 6 and 8, the correlation coefficient $R^2$ is 0.60, which suggests a weak correlation.
The correlation coefficient of the normalized mean, max, and min tidal values versus remotely sensed depth shows a strong positive correlation (Figures 11–13). All estimated and actual values suggest a strong positive correlation with depth.

The DII values of January (2017/2018) range between 0 and 6, while the wind speed values (m/s) range between 0.1 and 9.4 m/s (Figure 14) with an average wind speed of 3.8 m/s during January. The highest value of the DII (6.6) corresponds to a wind speed of about 9.4 m/s. In general, there is a clear trend of increasing DII values with the increase of wind speed, in which $R^2 = 0.92$ suggests a positive correlation.

The DII values of April (2017/2018) range between 0 and 7, while the wind speed values (m/s) range between 0.1 and 5.4 m/s (Figure 15) with an average wind speed of 2.2 m/s during April. The highest value of the DII (7.3) corresponds to a wind speed of about 3.5 m/s. There is no clear trend of such a positive correlation between the DII and the wind speed during April, similar to January. The correlation coefficient $R^2$ is 0.62.

The DII values of July range between 0 and 6, while the wind speed values (m/s) range between 0.1 and 6.7 m/s (Figure 16) with an average of 2.9 m/s during July. The highest value of the DII (6.2) corresponds to a wind speed of about 1 m/s. Similar to the April month, there is no clear trend of such a positive correlation between the DII and the wind speed during July in which the correlation coefficient $R^2$ is 0.28.

The DII values during October range between 0 and 1.3, while the wind speed values (m/s) range between 0.1 and 3 m/s with an average of 2.0 m/s. The highest value of the DII (1.3) corresponds to a wind speed of about 3 m/s. Similar to April and July, there is no clear trend of such a positive correlation between the DII and the wind speed during October in which the correlation coefficient $R^2$ is 0.33 (Figure 17).

The Bathymetry algorithm was developed and validated by ESA to monitor the majority of the world’s
shallow water variations with the increased temporal and spatial resolution, and the validation process was conducted by several scholarly works of Spitzer and Dirks [20] and Poursanidis et al. [70]. Shallow water monitoring is very important because it appears to be the first respondent to global climate changes, such as increased sea surface temperature, ultraviolet radiation, and acidification of seawater that results from higher levels of atmospheric CO2 concentration [78–80].

Changes in winds and barometric pressures also cause variations in the tide level. In general, with low barometric pressure, the heights of both high and low water surfaces will be higher than predicted, while with high pressure, they will be lower than predicted [81]. There are also seasonal variations due to lower summer and higher winter atmospheric pressure. During summer, there is a regional “thermal low” pressure system over the Arabian Peninsula. These variations in pressure systems have been included in the predictions. Sea level change due to meteorological conditions is roughly a 1 cm rise or fall for every 1 millibar change in pressure [82,83].

According to Pugh [84], there are four classifications of tidal patterns or tide types based on the tide curve frequency and successive range variations: diurnal, semi-diurnal, mixed (mostly diurnal), and mixed (mostly semi-diurnal). For example, semi-diurnal tides have two high
and two low tides each day. The tidal day cycle requires 24 h and 50 min, since the moon, which exerts the greatest tidal influence, advances 50 min each day in its orbit around the Earth [85].

Tides occur twice daily, and the amplitude of the associated sea-level change differs from region to region. The rise and fall of the sea level associated with the fluctuations of tides produce tidal currents. Tidal currents, consequently, play a significant role in the coastline morphology and benthic depositional environments [86]. Tidal currents and waves are interlinked when it comes to coastlines accretion and erosions [86,87] although our information about the progress of the action of both tidal currents and waves on shoreline remains unexplored. During spring tide, wide tropical areas are submerged, while during neap tide tropical mudflats are exposed [86,88].

The overall range of the tide also changes daily. This effect is mainly caused by the changing alignment of the Earth, Sun, and Moon [89]. The minimum range tides (also called neap tides) occur at the quarter phases of the moon, while the maximum range tides (spring tides) occur during the full and new moon phases. Due to inertial effects, spring and neap tides can lag a couple of days behind the corresponding phases of the moon [90,91]. There is also a marked seasonal change in the tidal range. Maximum ranges, with the highest high tides and lowest low tides, generally occur near the summer and winter solstices (in June and December) when the sun is furthest from the Earth. However, local factors may cause considerable lag depending on the station location [92,93].

The force of “wind stress” and tidal actions are the major controller in the hydrographical features and general water circulation of the lagoon [46,50]. Tidal action is the major factor in shoreline erosion that led coastal cities to stronger exposure to tides [94,95]. The city has suffered from shoreline destruction because of the invasive tidal action powered principally by the wind speed and the direction over shallow waters [87,96]. The mean bathymetrical water depth of Al-Kharrar lagoon is 5 ± 2.8 m [45]. The interaction between the open water and the shallow water of Al-Kharrar lagoon occurs via a slightly wide and deeper inlet of 120 m width and 18 m water depth [45].

4 Conclusions and recommendations

Both the DII and astronomical tide reveal oscillation over four seasons and are positively correlated with the timeframe of the current study. The comparison between the DII and the astronomical tide is crossing each other between September 2017 and July 2018 when the DII is higher than the astronomical tide (cm). The DII against the wind speed (m/s) in the four seasons shows a positive correlation in January, but a weak correlation in April, July, and October. Higher wind speed (m/s) corresponds to higher values of the DII in January, while there is no clear pattern in April, July, and October. The images showed valid values over shallow areas where the solar radiation can penetrate the seafloor and is reflected from the features of interest, while over deep areas only noise values can be seen. Collectively, this processor is very useful in coral reef detection and inspection, which showed very competent use of remote sensing. It also explores the ways to work for water resources by using band variations techniques.
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